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LET GOALS GUIDE YOU ON YOUR 2021 JOURNEY
When you internalize the goal-setting process, your goals create a magnetic attraction that draws
you toward their achievement.
ADVANCE YOUR GOALS WITH TRACKING
Tracking is the only method of evaluating both the quantity and the quality of performance for
individuals, for a department or work group, or for the overall organization.
BE PROACTIVE WHEN FACING PROBLEMS
The larger and more important the problem, the more time and detail go into each step of the
problem-solving process.
EXPAND YOUR INFLUENCE TO MAXIMIZE MOTIVATION
You can enhance your career success by reinforcing your formal authority with appropriate action
to fulfill key leadership function.
QUOTE 1 - DOING YOUR BEST TODAY
“The best preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today.” – H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

QUOTE 2 - SELF MOTIVATION
“Self-motivation is the power that raises you to any level you seek.” – Paul J. Meyer

MILLION DOLLAR SUCCESS PLAN
Plan your progress carefully: hour-by-hour, day-by-day, month-by-month using the Paul J. Meyer
Personal Success Plan.
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Bridging the Gap Between Potential and Performance
Since 1966, Leadership Management® International has been bridging the gap between potential and
performance by helping organizations and individuals evaluate their strengths and opportunities through
implementation of the unique and proven LMI Process™.
The LMI Process™
•

•

•
•

Develops leaders who, in turn, empower their
people to use their untapped talents and
abilities.
Identifies key areas the organization should
focus on in order to reach the next level of
success.
Gives direction to an effective solution and
delivers measurable results.
Practices a 93 percent effective leadership
model.

The LMI Process™ is designed around a Strategic
Development™ model with four vital components:
•
•
•
•

Awareness
Planning
Development
Results Management

LMI® tools and processes have been making a difference in
organizations and individuals for nearly 60 years in more than 80
countries.
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